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First V particle (1946). Just below the lead plate, in the
lower right-hand quadrant, an inverted V extends to the
lower right. Rochester and Butler measured the
momentum of the upper particle as 300 MeV/c and
determined its charge to be positive. The other (lower)
particle has a negative charge (if it is moving downward)
or a positive charge (if it is moving upward). From past
experience, they argued, the two tracks would have to be
closer together to be an electron-positron pair. The two
tracks cannot be a two-track star; if they were, there
should be a visible recoiling nucleus at the apex. Finally,
conservation of momentum excludes a pion decaying into
an electron, or a muon decaying into an electron. Since
this argument eliminates the only possible alternatives,
Rochester and Butler concluded that this event had to be
a photographic record of a novel phenomenon: the decay
of a previously unknown neutral meson.

From Image and Logic, a study of the history and practice of experimental microphysics, authored by
Peter Galison and published by The University of Chicago Press. 
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The Chicago International Conference on Kaon Physics will be held on the campus of the University of
Chicago, June 21-26, 1999. This follows a series of conferences of similar emphasis, formerly held at
KEK, at Frascati, and most recently at the Orsay Workshop on K Physics, in June of 1996.

The timing of this conference is such that important new results in this area can be expected from a
variety of collaborations. It will also be a good time to see what new initiatives are in the offing and
what theoretical predictions can be incisively tested. This is one of the nicest times of the year in
Chicago, considering both the weather and the variety of indoor and outdoor activities available.
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analyses of NA48, KLOE, KTeV, ISTR+, E949/E787, E391a, ...
continue for: 

• lifetimes, branching fractions, ...
          for    Vus  and  Vud

• semi-leptonic/non-leptonic/radiative decays, ...
          for    low energy QCD

• CPT and QM tests

• Lepton Universality and LFV

• Rare decays and CP violation
          for    New Physics in the LHC era

See also the Kaon talks (NA48, KLOE, and KTeV)  at Moriond 2007.
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Kinematic variables:
si = (PK - Pπi)2, i = 1-3 (3 = πodd)

s0 = (s1 + s2 + s3) / 3
u = (s3 - s0) / mπ

2

v = (s2 - s1) / mπ
2

Matrix element expansion:
|M(u,v)|2 ~ 1 + gu + hu2 + kv2

Direct CP violating quantity:
slope asymmetry

Ag = (g+ - g-) / (g+ + g-) ≠  0

SM theoretical prediction: 10-6÷5·10-5

Dalitz plot analyses

NA48/2 :
simultaneous          beamK

±

K±
→ π±π0π0, π±π+π−



Mauro Raggi XLIInd Rencontres de MORIOND EW 8

 Latest result in K3!c asymmetry

› 3.1·109 K3!c: 2.0 K
+  1.1 K-

› A factor ~20 better precision

  than previous measurements

› Statistical uncertainties dominate

› No CP violation observed

› Result compatible with the
Standard Model predictions

Based on the full 2003+2004 data sample

Final 2003 result published:
 PLB634 (2006) 474-482

Final 2003+2004

Ag = (-1.5 ± 1.5stat ± 0.9trig ± 1.1syst)·10
-4

    = (-1.5 ± 2.1)·10-4

Mauro Raggi XLIInd Rencontres de MORIOND EW 9

  Latest result in K3!n asymmetry

Based on the full 2003+2004 data sample

Final 2003 result published:
PLB638 (2006) 22-29

Ag = (1.8 ± 1.7stat ± 0.5syst)·10
-4

   = (1.8 ± 1.8)·10-4

› 91·106 K3!n: 59 K
+  32 K-

› A factor ~10 higher precision than
the previous measurements

› Statistical uncertainties dominate

› No CP violation found.

› Compatible with the Standard Model
predictions

Final 2003+2004

• No CP violation observed.

 - Statistical uncertainties dominate.

 - Results compatible with Standard Model predictions.



If tanβ=40 and MH+=500 GeV with |ΔR
31|2= 5·10-4

The effect can be as high as 2% and therefore measurable
 PR D74 (2006) 011701 (A. Masiero et al.)

Lepton Universality: Γ(Ke2)/Γ(Kµ2)
V-A couplings - helicity suppressed
(2.472±0.001)·10-5

SUSY  LFV



• status

• prospects for the Golden Mode:

 - ( theoretical motivation )

 - program at CERN

 - program at J-PARC

      updates on J-PARC accelerator

•                                                                                     
        at J-PARC

•                   upgrade - KLOE2

contents  ( in 35 slides ) :  

K → πνν̄

2

Importance well recognized as evidenced by

!  projects for probing CP in ! oscillations

!  heroic efforts in finding an EDM for the electron

Next best bet:

!  CP in " decays

More unconventional avenues:

"  T odd correlation in µ decays

"  T odd correlation in decays of polarized positronium

"  T odd correlation in K # µ!$/µ!% decays

which is proportional to twice the area of the unitarity triangle [14].

Figure 2: Kaon unitarity triangle.

Although the best direct experimental information on the K0
L → π0νν

mode will be from the full E391a data set, the first preliminary result for
the branching ratio is B(K0

L → π0νν) < 2.1 × 10−7 as a 90% confidence-
level (C.L.) upper limit [15]. A more stringent constraint can be derived by
using the information on the charged mode [16] and isospin symmetry, and
is called “Grossman-Nir (GN) bound” [17]:

B(K0
L → π0νν) ≤ 4.4 × B(K+ → π+νν) (3)

which gives
B(K0

L → π0νν) < 1.4 × 10−9. (4)

As discussed in Ref. [17], this bound is valid in virtually any extension of the
Standard Model. By comparing this model-independent bound and the SM
prediction, it is clear that there is still considerable room for new physics in
K0

L → π0νν. But even if the experimental measurement of B(K0
L → π0νν)

was found to be in agreement with the SM expectation with a small relative
error, this information would translate into a unique and precious insight
about the CP and flavor structure of any extension of the SM. These features
make the experimental search for K0

L → π0νν, at the SM level and below,
a must-do experiment.

The super-weak model, which causes CP violation only in the mixing
(∆S = 2 transition), is almost ruled out by the recent ε′/ε experiments at
Fermilab [18] and CERN [19]. However, the other primary explanation, the
CKM matrix (i.e. the Standard Model), accommodates the experimental

8

Crabbed Waist Scheme at DA!NE

M. Zobov for DA!NE Upgrade Team

SuperB IV, 13-15 November 2006

Monte Porzio Catone - Italy
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The impact of rare K decays in
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of each other1. The number of ‘‘core neutron multi-!0’’
background events was 0:0!0:7

"0:0 in region (c) and 1:5# 0:7
in region (d). The number of background events caused by
the halo neutrons interacting with the detector material
(CC02) and producing one or more !0 was 0:9# 0:2 in
region (a) and 0:04# 0:04 in region (c). The background
events caused by the core neutrons interacting with the
membrane and producing "’s (‘‘core neutron "’’ events)
was reconstructed around region (c) because the !0 mass
was assumed. For all the events, we recalculated the decay
vertex assuming " mass (Z") and then rejected events
around the membrane in the beam, 525 $ Z"%cm& $
575. The remaining number of ‘‘core neutron "’’ events
was 0:4# 0:2, which was the largest component in region
(c). The background events from K0

L ! !0!0 with two
missing photons was evaluated with MC. The number of
K0

L ! !0!0 background events in the signal region was
0:04# 0:03, where the error includes the MC statistics and
the systematic uncertainties, of which the dominant source
was the mismatch between data and MC in the transverse
shower shape of photon in the CsI calorimeter. Moreover,
the K0

L ! !0!0 background events were the largest com-

ponent in region (g). The total number of background
events in the signal region was estimated to be 0:4!0:7

"0:2 in
region (c) and 1:5# 0:7 in region (d).

We estimated the acceptance of K0
L ! !0# !# decay to be

%0:657# 0:016& ' 10"2 based on cut efficiencies eval-
uated with the real data and MC study. The main compo-
nents of the acceptance loss were the cuts on MB and BA
photon veto detectors. In order to estimate the number of
K0

L decays in this search, we analyzed K0
L ! !0!0 decays.

The invariant mass and the reconstructed decay vertex for
K0

L ! !0!0 are shown in Fig. 4. In the K0
L ! !0!0 signal

region: 0:47 $ M4$%GeV=c2& $ 0:53, and 300 $
Zvtx%cm& $ 500, there were 2081 K0

L ! !0!0 events after
subtracting 30 K0

L ! !0!0!0 background events. Based
on the MC study, we estimated that the acceptance of
K0

L ! !0!0 decay was 1:41' 10"3.
The different final states between the signal and normal-

ization modes caused systematic uncertainties in the single
event sensitivity. We assigned the total systematic uncer-
tainty in the single event sensitivity to be #7:0%. The large
sources of systematic uncertainty came from the mismatch
between data and MC in the transverse shower shape of the
photon (4%) and the energy distribution in MB (4.2%).

With the K0
L ! !0!0 branching ratio, %8:83# 0:08& '

10"4 [14], we estimated the number of K0
L decays to be

%1:67# 0:04%stat&& ' 109. The single event sensitivity was
%9:11# 0:20%stat& # 0:64%syst&& ' 10"8. Since we observed
no events in the signal region, we set a new upper limit
on the branching ratio of K0

L ! !0# !# to be <2:1' 10"7

at the 90% confidence level based on the Poisson statistics.
This represents an improvement of a factor of 2.8 over the
current limit [5].

We are grateful to the operating crew of the KEK 12-
GeV proton synchrotron for their successful beam opera-
tion during the experiment. We express our sincere thanks
to Professors H. Sugawara, Y. Totsuka, M. Kobayashi, and
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FIG. 3 (color online). Zvtx versus PT with all the event selec-
tion cuts. The number of observed (total expected background)
events are shown. The expected number of background events
was consistent with the observed number of events for all the
regions.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Distribution of the invariant mass (left)
and the decay vertex (right) for the K0

L ! !0!0 decays. In the
top plot, the dots show the data and the histogram shows the MC.
The bottom plot shows the ratio of the data to the MC.

1For each selection cut in the cut-2, we examined the ratio of
the number of events passing the cut to the number of events
failing the cut. The ratio for the cluster energy cut was 0:79#
0:12 with the cut-1 and 0:73# 0:03 without the cut-1. The ratio
for the cluster hit position cut was %5:1# 2:6& ' 10"2 with the
cut-1 and %5:2# 0:6& ' 10"2 without the cut-1.

J. K. AHN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 74, 051105(R) (2006)
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KEK Experiment 391a
Technical Note No. 152

Note on the history of the Grossman-Nir limit
Takeshi K. Komatsubara (KEK-IPNS)

Abstract

This note explains the changes of the Grossman-Nir upper limit
on the branching ratio for KL → π0νν̄ from 1.1× 10−8 in the original
paper [1] to 1.7 × 10−9 in a recent preprint [2]. A new limit 1.4 ×
10−9 base on new results from the BNL-E949 experiment [3] is also
explained. A table for summary is given in the last section.

1 The Grossman-Nir Limit

Y.Grossman and Y.Nir, in their paper titled “KL → π0νν̄ beyond the Stan-
dard Model” in April 1997 [1], pointed out a model-independent relation
of:

ris ×
Γ(KL → π0νν̄)

Γ(K+ → π+νν̄)
= sin2θ ,

where ris is a breaking factor to the isospin symmetry relation A(KL →
π0νν̄)/A(K+ → π+νν̄)=1/

√
2 used in deriving the relation, and θ is the

relative CP-violating phase between the K-K̄ mixing amplitude and the s→
dνν̄ decay amplitude. Using ris=0.954 in [4] by Marciano-Parsa, the lifetime
ratio τKL/τK+=4.17, and sin2θ ≤ 1, we have a model-independent upper
limit to the ratio of two Branching Ratios of:

BR(KL → π0νν̄)

BR(K+ → π+νν̄)
<

τKL

τK+
× 1

ris
= 4.371... % 4.4 .

1
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1

Though the BNL E787 experiment has succeeded in observing two sig-
nal events of the K+ → π+νν̄ decay [5], the measured branching ratio 1

1.57+1.75
−0.82 × 10−10 has large statistical uncertainties. To be conservative, the

90% Confidence Level (C.L.) Upper Limit UL90%(K+ → π+νν̄) is usually
adopted and an upper limit on the branching ratio for KL → π0νν̄ is calcu-
lated to be:

BR(KL → π0νν̄) < 4.4 × UL90%(K+ → π+νν̄) .

This theoretical upper limit has been called the Grossman-Nir (GN) limit.
Reminder: this model-independent limit is a crude one. For example,

Standard-Model predictions to the two branching ratios in [6] 2 are:

BR(K+ → π+νν̄)SM = (0.77± 0.11)× 10−10

and
BR(KL → π0νν̄)SM = (0.26± 0.05)× 10−10 ,

while the GN limit calculated from BR(K+ → π+νν̄)SM , 3.4 × 10−10, is an
order of magnitude larger than BR(KL → π0νν̄)SM .

2 Limit in GN’s original paper

GN’s original paper [1] was published before E787 published, in September
1997, the first evidence for K+ → π+νν̄ [7] based on the one signal event
from their 1995 dataset. GN took a limit UL90%(K+ → π+νν̄)=2.4 × 10−9

from E787’s datasets from 1989 to 1991 3 in [8] and calculated the GN limit
to be 1.1× 10−8.

3 Limit with E787’s 1995 dataset

If the one event in [7] is due to K+ → π+νν̄, the branching ratio is 4.2+9.7
−3.5×

10−10 from the Single-Event Sensitivity (S.E.S.) of 4.19 × 10−10. Assuming

1The errors in the E787 publications on K+ → π+νν̄ always represent the 68% Confi-
dence Level interval (“±1σ”).

2With these branching ratios, the relative CP-violating phase θ is calculated to be 16.1
degree (sin2θ=0.0773 and sinθ=0.278).

3These are with their “phase-1” detector before the major upgrades from 1992 to 94.

2

< 32.2 × 10
−11

1.4 × 10
−9

Grossman-Nir  bound     PLB 398, 163 (1997)
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program at CERN:  NA48/3 - P326
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Colour code: blue (dark shading) = not yet allocated ; yellow (light shading) = not allocatable or Machine Development

SPS/PS-Coordinator: Christoph Rembser Comments:
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June-Nov 2007: P326 run at SPS

• run for 
                                                          to accumulate 150K  Ke2  events

• test of new prototype detectors
in the NA48 beam/detector environment:

Γ(Ke2)/Γ(Kµ2)

RICH

straw

muon veto



Backgrounds

92% of total background

 Allows us to define a signal region
 K+→π+π0 forces us to split it into 

    two parts (Region I and Region II)

 Span across the signal region
 Rejection must rely on veotes

Kinematically constrained Not kinematically constrained

8% of total background



Analysis: background rejection

63.09Total bckg.

−−negligibleK+→e+(µ+) π0ν,
others

0.20.20.5K+→µ+νγ

1.3negligible1.3K+→π+π0γ

~1negligible~1Other 3 – track decays
~2negligible~2K+→e+π+π−ν

<0.11.11.2K+→µ+ν

1.01.72.7K+→π+π0

491665Signal (acc=17%)
Region IIRegion ITotalEvents/year

  S/B ~ 8 (Region I ~5,  Region II ~9)



program at J-PARC:  E14

KEK, Kyoto, NDA, Osaka, Saga, Yamagata,
Arizona State, Chicago, Michigan-Ann Arbor,

JINR,
 National Taiwan,

Pusan National, Seoul, CheonBuk

K
0

L → π
0
νν̄
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Schedule of construction and commissioning
                          -  not official  - 



be performed with the K1.1 beam line optimized for K+ → π+νν̄ . The limited Phase
1 budget allows, however, one primary line and one production-target in the K-Hall [1].
An example of preliminary layout of the K-Hall is shown in Fig. 10. A low-energy, two-
stage separated K+ beam line, viewing the T1 target at 6 degree and in 24-m long, is
considered.

Figure 10: Preliminary layout of the K-Hall. “K1.1” to the right is for low-energy K+’s.

To reduce the pion contamination and the background to K+ → π+νν̄ due to beam
pions scattered into the detector, a K+ beam line with a high K+/π+ ratio (> 3)
should be constructed at K-Hall. The K+ momentum must be low (600-800 MeV/c).
Right now we are investigating the optimization of the kaon beam line for K+ → π+νν̄
at the K-Hall, based on the experience of E787 and E949. An idea is a shorter beam
line with lower K+ momentum.

• The counting-rates in the most subsystems related to the beam analysis and photon
veto analysis in the E787 and E949 detectors were proportional to the incident kaons,
not to the kaons at rest in the target [38]. That means, with the same incident flux
and by lowering the beam momentum (and reducing the amount of material in the
degrader), the kaon stopping fraction increases while accidental hits decrease 6.

6Also, using additional proton intensity to extend the spill length without increasing the instantaneous
rate raises the number of kaon decays per hour without impacting the acceptance.

15

KL

new 
pencil neutral beam

to  16 degree 

* photos taken by TKK on 9 April 2004 at the J-PARC site
Takeshi K. Komatsubara (KEK-IPNS) 17 @BNL, 13 May 2004

April 2004

30GeV proton
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detector for 

• transfer and upgrade E391a detector

• CsI calorimeter

• readout: waveform digitization

• photon veto in the beam

K
0
L

γ

γ

3.2. DETECTOR ELEMENT 27

Figure 3.6: An overview of the electromagnetic calorimeter. It consists of 576 CsI crystals
and 24 Sandwich modules.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic drawing of CsI crystal and associated equipments.

CsI of E391a
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Calorimeter

• 7cm x 7cm x 30cm (16 r.l.)
CsI blocks for E391a  (576 ch)

• 2.5cm x 2.5cm x 50cm (27 r.l.) 
or 5cm x 5cm x 50cm
CsI blocks from KTeV  (2816 ch)

3.2. DETECTOR ELEMENT 27

Figure 3.6: An overview of the electromagnetic calorimeter. It consists of 576 CsI crystals
and 24 Sandwich modules.
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improvements
• photon isolation

• x8 bkg reduction

• energy resolution  (punch-through)

• suppress neutron bkg
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w/E391a fusion cut

w/KTeV CsI
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Requirement of beam line

• To reduce CC02 events

• At E391a (Run-II)

– Nnhalo_cc02/Ncoren = 5.5X10-4

– ~100 events w/o vertex cuts.

• At the step-1

– Vertex cut : 3.7X10-5 

(4X10-2 @ Run-I 1-week)

– Softer momentum:0.13

– Ncoren (En>1.GeV) = 6.2X1014

– For NBG=0.1

• Nhalo_cco2/Ncoren = 3.4X10-4 

E391a(16X0)

E14(27X0)

Reconstructed vertex of !0

produced at fixed target (M.C.)



Signal Sensitivity for “Step1” = first observation

• acceptance : 4.7%

• 2.6x1012 KL decays 
w/ 2E14 protons x 3E7 sec

• Sensitivity =8x10-12  

3.5 SM events

• Backgound = 2 events

even pairing
KL->π0π0



schedule

• NA48/3 : R&D endorsed by CERN Research Board

• Aims to complete R&D by the end of 2007

• Start of data taking in 2011

• E14 : Stage-1(scientific) approved by PAC

• preparation of the beam line and detector upgrade

• make 100 channel system for CsI readout and do beam test

• Beam survey at the end of JFY2008

• assemble detector in JFY2009

• start Step1 expeirment in JFY2010
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to be performed
by the date of 

“5 years of LHC” (~ 2012/2013)



Transverse muon polarization

! PT  is T-odd and spurious effects from final state interaction

are small.   Non-zero PT is a signature of  T violation.

! Very clear channel to search for T violation.  Long history of

theoretical and experimental studies. (J.J. Sakurai, 1957)

! Powerful tool to study CP violation due to CTP theorem.

! One of the typical experiments of high-precision frontier.

   cf.  neutron EDM,  gµ-2

K+!!0µ+" decay

see also I.Bigi’s report on Tuesday
Theoretical aspects

! Standard Model contribution to P
T
 :

– Only from vertex radiative corrections and  P
T
(SM) < 10-7

! Spurious effects from final state interactions (FSI)

– Recent elaborate calculation :  P
T
(FSI) < 10-5

! There is a large window for new physics in the region of

                                 P
T
 = 10-3 ~ 10-5

! There are theoretical models which allow sizeable P
T

     without conflicting with other experimental constraints.

(90% C.L.)

Superconducting toroidal magnet

KEK-PS experiment E246 (1996-2000)

K+ decay at rest
SC toroidal spectrometer  with 12 gaps

KEK-PS E246 experiment

! Stopped K+ decay at K5

! SC Toroidal spectrometer

Data taking 1996-2000 ;   Final result Phys. Rev. D73, 072005 (2006)

! Measurement of e+ emission
    cw/ccw asymmetry when !0

    in fwd/bwd directions



J-PARC experiment E06

J-PARC experiment E06

! J-PARC : Proton Accelerator Research Complex in

Japan     now under construction for completion in 2008

! We aim at a sensitivity of !PT ~10-4

 !PT
stat   !    0.1 !PT

stat (E246) ~10-4  with

                       1)  " 30  of beam intensity,
2)  " 10  of  detector acceptance, and
3) higher analyzing power

!PT
syst ~ 0.1 !PT

syst (E246) ~10-4  by

! 1)  precise calibration of misalignments using data

             2)  correction of systematic effects

! “Stage-1 Approval” was given in the 1st PAC meeting

detector upgrades with
active muon polarimeter

Active muon polarimeter
! Identification of muon stopping point/ decay vertex

! Measurement of positron energy Ee+ and angle !e+

! Large positron acceptance of nearly 4!

! Larger analyzing power

! Higher sensitivity

! Lower BG in positron spectra

Parallel plate stopper with

Gap drift chambers

 Number of plates    33

 Plate material          Al, Mg or alloy

 Plate thickness        ~ 2 mm

 Plate gap                 ~ 8 mm

 Ave. density            0.24 "Al
 µ+ stop efficiency   ~ 85%

! Small systematics for

      L/R e+ asymmetry measurement

! Fit for !0 fwd/bwd measurement

! Simple structure

Active muon polarimeter
! Identification of muon stopping point/ decay vertex

! Measurement of positron energy Ee+ and angle !e+

! Large positron acceptance of nearly 4!

! Larger analyzing power

! Higher sensitivity

! Lower BG in positron spectra

Parallel plate stopper with

Gap drift chambers

 Number of plates    33

 Plate material          Al, Mg or alloy

 Plate thickness        ~ 2 mm

 Plate gap                 ~ 8 mm

 Ave. density            0.24 "Al
 µ+ stop efficiency   ~ 85%

! Small systematics for

      L/R e+ asymmetry measurement

! Fit for !0 fwd/bwd measurement

! Simple structure

from the in-flight decay of an unseparated 4 GeV=c K!

beam. From a data sample of 21" 106 events, they de-
duced Im! # $0:016% 0:025, consistent with T invari-
ance. These results are summarized in Table I.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Overview of the apparatus

The present experiment was performed using a toroidal
spectrometer setup in conjunction with a stopped K! beam
at the low momentum separated kaon beam line K5 in the
North Experimental Hall of the KEK 12-GeV proton syn-
chrotron. The spectrometer comprised an iron-core super-
conducting toroidal magnet with 12 gaps [43]. The setup is
shown in Fig. 3. The K! were stopped in an active target
located at the center of the magnet. K"3 decays were
identified by detecting a #0 with a CsI(Tl) barrel surround-
ing the target, a muon with a charged particle tracking
system consisting of chambers, C2, C3, and C4, and the
target and ring fibers (target/ring) together with particle
identification by means of time-of-flight (TOF). This ar-
rangement enabled a measurement of the decay pions
ranging over all directions covering all regions of the
decay phase space for a given "! momentum. As de-
scribed next, this scheme allowed a ‘‘double ratio’’ mea-
surement and, thus, a number of systematic errors could be
suppressed.

The CsI(Tl) barrel had 12 holes to admit charged parti-
cles into the magnet gaps. Since the barrel does not cover
the full 4# solid angle, not all events had the two photons
from #0 decay detected. However, one photon with rela-
tively large energy could also be used to determine the #0

momentum. Muons were bent by about 90 deg, momentum
analyzed, and then they entered the muon polarimeter.

After passing through a polarimeter trigger counter, and
being momentum-degraded by a wedge-shaped Cu plate,
the muons were stopped in an array of pure Al plates.

The muon polarization was measured by means of the
decay positron asymmetry. When #0s are detected in the
forward (fwd) or backward (bwd) directions relative to
the beam axis, the transverse component PT lies in the
azimuthal directions in each stopper clockwise (cw) or
counterclockwise (ccw), respectively, as an azimuthal po-
larization (Fig. 4). Thus, the magnitude of the transverse
polarization PT & ~$" ' ~p#0 " ~p"! can be measured as the
azimuthal asymmetry of positron emission, namely, a cw
and ccw emission rate difference.

B. Stopped beam method

A distinct feature of the present experiment was the
adoption of the stopped beam method in contrast to the
previous BNL experiments. There are several advantages
to the stopped beam in the present high-precision experi-
ment, although with low-momentum beams the number of
stopped kaons is, in general, lower. The conceptual merits
of the present setup can be summarized as follows.

(a) Full kinematic determination with high resolution.—
When both photons from #0 decay are measured allowing
a reconstruction of the #0, the measurement of the "!

together with the confirmation of the kaon stopping posi-
tion completes the decay kinematics with ~pK! , ~p#0 , and
~p"! , which can be checked with the missing mass corre-
sponding to the neutrino mass. The low photon energy and
muon momentum in the kaon center-of-mass system have
shorter ranges and thus are easily detected and analyzed.
The high angular resolution over 4# directions assures
high decay kinematic resolution, thus the photon calorime-
try becomes very relevant in the final resolution.

C3
C4
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Polarimeter

(a)   (b)

Gap
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FIG. 3. Experimental setup: (a) cross section side view, (b) end view, and (c) schematic view of one sector of the polarimeter. For
details see [26].
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Sensitivity estimate

• Net run time                              1.0 !107 s

• Proton beam intensity               9µA on T1

• K+ beam intensity                      3!106  /s

• Total number of good Kµ3             2.4!109

• Total number of fwd/bwd (N)   7.2!108

• Sensitivity coefficient               3.73!N

•  !PT                                            1.35 !10-4

   including left/right regions

•  !PT                                            0.8 !10-4

         (A careful systematic error study is necessary)

Standard analysis

Statistical sensitivity

Systematic errors

   Source            !PT

   !z                 < 10-4

   "z                 < 10-4

   "e+, Ee+        < 10-4

   Total           ~ 10-4

E06

Sensitivity estimate

3.73/
√

N

be performed with the K1.1 beam line optimized for K+ → π+νν̄ . The limited Phase
1 budget allows, however, one primary line and one production-target in the K-Hall [1].
An example of preliminary layout of the K-Hall is shown in Fig. 10. A low-energy, two-
stage separated K+ beam line, viewing the T1 target at 6 degree and in 24-m long, is
considered.

Figure 10: Preliminary layout of the K-Hall. “K1.1” to the right is for low-energy K+’s.

To reduce the pion contamination and the background to K+ → π+νν̄ due to beam
pions scattered into the detector, a K+ beam line with a high K+/π+ ratio (> 3)
should be constructed at K-Hall. The K+ momentum must be low (600-800 MeV/c).
Right now we are investigating the optimization of the kaon beam line for K+ → π+νν̄
at the K-Hall, based on the experience of E787 and E949. An idea is a shorter beam
line with lower K+ momentum.

• The counting-rates in the most subsystems related to the beam analysis and photon
veto analysis in the E787 and E949 detectors were proportional to the incident kaons,
not to the kaons at rest in the target [38]. That means, with the same incident flux
and by lowering the beam momentum (and reducing the amount of material in the
degrader), the kaon stopping fraction increases while accidental hits decrease 6.

6Also, using additional proton intensity to extend the spill length without increasing the instantaneous
rate raises the number of kaon decays per hour without impacting the acceptance.

15

Beamline at J-PARC

Momentum               800 MeV/c

Momentum bite         ±2.5%

Acceptance               6.5 msr % !p/p

K+ intensity               3 !106 /s

K/! ratio                    > 2

Beam spot                 1.04 !0.78 cm

                                    (FWQM)

Final focus                achromatic

K0.8 ( K1.1-BR)

! Good K/" ratio due to two

vertical focuses, FY and MS1,

and a horizontal focus HFOC

! Better performance than K5

! Alternate use with K1.1 by

replacing B3

K0.8



DAFNE   upgrade

• Crabbed Waist  collisions
  to increase the luminosity -
 
  ( and to test the idea 
    for the SuperB project )

• new SIDDHARTA experiment : 2007 --
        ( Kaonic atoms )

• KLOE detector upgrade (KLOE2)

  -  neutral kaon interferometry
      (CPT and QM tests)
  -  rare Ks decays
  -  eta and eta’ decays
  -  hadron cross-section measurements
  -  ...

Crabbed Waist Scheme at DA!NE

M. Zobov for DA!NE Upgrade Team

SuperB IV, 13-15 November 2006

Monte Porzio Catone - Italy

Energy, GeV 0.51

Circumference, m 97.69

RF Frequency, MHz 368.26

Harmonic Number 120

Damping Time, ms 17.8/36.0

Bunch Length, cm 1-3

Emittance, mmxmrad 0.34

Coupling, % 0.2-0.3

Beta Function at IP, m 1.7/0.017

Max. Tune Shifts .03-.04

Number of Bunches 111

Max.Beam Currents, A 2.4/1.4

DA!NE Parameters
(KLOE configuration)

O(1033)

Crabbed waist is realized with a sextupole in
phase with the IP in X and at !/2 in Y

2"
z

2"
x

#
z

x

2"
x
/#

2"
z
*#

e-e+

$
Y

1. Large Piwinski’s angle ! = tg(")#z/#x

2. Vertical beta comparable with overlap area $y  #x/"

3. Crabbed waist transformation y = xy’/(2")

Crabbed Waist in 3 Steps

P. Raimondi,

November 2005

!



• The study of kaon physics continues to make great strides.

• Future kaon programs  at the date of  
     “5 years of LHC” (~ 2012/2013) 
will be:

 -                             

 -   T odd correlation in 

 -   Lepton Universality
 
 -   CPT and QM tests, rare Ks decays  [ KLOE2 ]

• new super-flavor factory  J-PARC  is rising.

conclusions:  

K → πνν̄

Conclusions

 G. Isidori –  Rare K decays within & beyond the SM         KEKTC6 – Feb 2007

Which is the scale of flavour symmetry breaking?
Are there new sources of flavour-symm. breaking beyond the Yukawa?

Short-distance dominated rare K decays are a key ingredient to answer 
these fundamental questions and, more in general, to explore the flavour 
structure of physics beyond the SM

LHC will “kill the penguins”
revealing the “anatomy of the internal constituents”

but this is not enough,

we also need to carefully study “penguin ethology” 
via dedicated rare-decay experiments

  dL dLW 

uL   
~

Z

tR
~

uL   
~

K+
→ µ+νπ/µ+νγ
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LHC

...and the collective effort toward 
flavour physics will be rewarded !

Rare K decays

Rare B decays

CPV in the Bs
system

Super CKM 
fits

Precision tests 
in B & K 

semilept. decays

LFV in µ & ! 

decays

EDMs

g-2

New physics is there !!

We know it for sure, at least from neutrino physics & dark matter [" Masiero]

      What we don't know yet are     

energy scale & flavour strucutre of NP

we should not be 
pessimistic...

LHC will find NP @ TeV !
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prospects for 

• theoretical uncertainties (direct-CP/indirect-CP/CPC)
are under control : 
allowing significant test of flavor physics

• need spectrometer for tracking
do not need a pencil beam

• trackers in front of the calorimeter may do harm 
for  KL->π0π0 background rejection (photon inefficiency);
 -->  trackers will not be located
        at the Step1 experiment for

• We are doing R&D  of trackers for future. 
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Fig. 4: a) Theory error as a function of the error on |aS |. b) B(KL → π0µ+µ−) against B(KL → π0e+e−) for
various NP scenarios [27]. The LHT result of [39] lies between EEWP and V,A only.

and QP = (s̄d)("̄γ5"), inducing a CPC (CPV) contribution. These operators are enhanced in the MSSM
at large tan β where they originate from neutral Higgs exchanges and are sensitive to down-squark mass
insertions [49]. Being helicity-suppressed, they affect only the muon mode and can lead to a clear signal
outside the red region in Fig. 4b. Of course, in the MSSM, the (s̄γ5d)("̄") and (s̄γ5d)("̄γ5") operators,
contributing to KL → "+"−, are also generated. Interestingly, the current B(KL → µ+µ−)exp still
leaves open the large yellow region in Fig. 4b, when combined with general Q7V,7A operators.

Finally, note that tree-level leptoquark exchange [48] or sneutrino exchange in SUSY without R-
parity [50–53] can also induce (pseudo-)scalar operators, but without helicity-suppression. However, to
evade the strong constraint from B(KL → e+e−)exp = (9+6

−4) · 10−12, one would need to invoke a large
breaking of lepton-flavour universality to have a visible effect in KL → π0µ+µ−.

3.9.6 Conclusions on the theoretical prospects
Rare K-decays are excellent probes of New Physics. Firstly, their exceptional cleanness allows to access
very high energy scales. As stressed recently in [4,17,39,54], NP could be seen in rare K-decays without
significant signals in Bd,s-decays and, in specific scenarios, even without new particles within the LHC
reach. Secondly, if LHC finds NP, its energy scale will be fixed. Then, the combined measurements of
the four rare K-modes would help in discriminating among NP models. For instance, we have seen that
specific correlations exist in MFV or LHT, which can be used as powerful tests (see Fig. 2). Further, in
all cases, the information extracted from the four modes is essential to establish the NP flavour structure
in the s → d sector, as illustrated in the MSSM at both moderate (see Fig. 3a) and large tan β (see Figs.
3b and 4b). Rare K-decays are thus an integral part, along with B-physics and collider observables, of
the grand project of reconstructing the NP model from data. Experimentally, together with these very
rare modes, improving bounds on forbidden decays (e.g. K → πeµ) can be interesting. Also, rare K-
decays would benefit from experimental progress in (less rare) radiative K-decays like KS → π0"+"−

(see Fig. 4a). For all these reasons, it is very important to pursue ambitious K-physics programs in the
era of the LHC.
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